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Trail #87

TRAIL STATS:
RUN #: 87
MILES: 3.9 miles

Thursday 1/21 @ 6:30pm
Giant Eagle Market District Waterworks - 910
Freeport Rd, Pittsburgh, PA 15238
Join Cuffed and Battered, Scrum Guzzler, and Porn
Again Christian at the Giant Eagle located in
Pittsburgh’s little slice of heaven that is the
Waterworks Mall. The only reason this trail is
possible is because the sewage plant across the
street caused the mall to be within city limits. So if
the trail is shit you can blame the city not us. ID is
required to buy beer. On after is in the parking lot
with Major and a plate of cold cuts.

DATE: January 21, 2016
ATTENDANCE: 30 (20 M / 10 F)

START: Giant Eagle Market District – Waterworks
TEMPERATURE: 22 degrees F
HARES: Porn Again Christian, Cuffed & Battered, Scrum Guzzler
Commemoratives:
Tags (10 trails, 1 hare): Cock in a Net
Virgins: Just Katie

Hashers on Trail #87
Assman Cometh
Bend Overture
Cock in a Net
Cock Smitten
Cream of Mushroom
Cuffed & Battered
Death Marshall
Double Stuffed
E=MC Hammered
Folker
Gaggle Cock
Golden Showers
HLT
ICP
Just Jeff
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Just Katie
Lips of Steel
Major Pecker
MiniCockter
Moon
Noah
Porn Again Christian
Potty Guard
Scrum Guzzler
Shameless Cussy
Shart Appreciation
Spermit
The Black Clap
Tight Embouchure
Wheelbarrow Willie

Upcumming Trails:
Thurs 2/4 @ 6:30 pm: PITT #88 – The Library
Sun 2/7 @ 2 pm: PGH #1711 – Ugly Dog Saloon
Mon 2/8 @ 6:30 pm: DS #11 – Carrick “Lit” Club
Thurs 2/11 @ 6:30 pm: PITT #90 – Lefty’s
Sun 2/14 @ 2 pm: PGH #1712 – McClaren’s Bar
Thurs 2/18 @ 6:30 pm: PITT #91 – Scratch
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Left: Porn Again
Christian
poses
with his sack (of
flour) at the second
beer stop
Below:
Double
Stuffed, Just Jeff,
Bend Overture, and
MiniCockter enjoy
some beers and
conversation at the
Market District Bar
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Trail #87 Review by Major Pecker
I gotta say, it was pretty convenient to start trail at a grocery store. Snacks and spare flashlights were easy to come by.
Plus, it was amusing to watch the new bartenders try to figure out how to serve more than the 5 people at the bar… by
the time we left I think there were three bartenders and a manager all behind the counter trying to figure it out. Since it
was one of the first properly cold trails of the year (and our GM wasn’t there to tell us otherwise) we skipped the blessing
of the hares and simply had a Borneo Start to chalk talk. I guess the hares were worried about incurring the wrath of
Giant Eagle.
The hares immediately sent us through the hospital parking lot, where we got the chance to thoroughly startle some old
ladies heading in for medical attention. Fortunately we were too fast for hospital security to react. It’s important to note
that this was the first PITT trail of the year with significant snow on the ground, and the hares kindly took this into account
by adding a teaspoon of red chalk to their 10lbs of flour. After determining which blobs of near-white were flour, we
zipped up some hills to enjoy a delicious shot stop specially prepared by Porn Again. Thanks for sharing your “illegal in
Pennsylvania” liquor with all of us. Especially standing next to scenic route 28, there’s nothing like hanging out next to 65
MPH traffic in the middle of the night.
The hares then took us to the world-famous Fireman’s Park, and led us on a nice screw around the playground before
finally letting us enjoy some beer. This stop did afford a pretty nice view of the city, so I can’t really complain. After some
beers, we went back down the hill into some of the neighborhoods of Aspinwall. Here the hares made up for the nice
view of the first beer stop by sticking us on an access road between the paint store and the mattress factory. At this stop,
Bend Overture, Just Jeff, and MiniCockter attempted to throw snacks into each other’s mouths, but they mostly ended
up ground into the asphalt (along with a good chunk of MiniCockter’s knee).
We had a seemingly endless run along the slippy Freeport road until we got to the only likely circle location – the riverfront
park next to the water treatment plant. For some reason, all of the hashers completely avoided the huge metal
man/playground – fortunately afterward Tight Embouchure, Shameless Cussy, Double-Stuffed, and I played with the
giant man after circle. Once again we had Potty Guard run a lovely (and mostly under-control) circle, while Moon just sat
on his lazy ass and blinded us all with his shiny scalp reflecting in the moonlight. Shit trail.

Song of the Week
I’m Your Mailman
To the tune of Bye Bye Blackbird

pitts.hhh@gmail.com

Here I come I'm on my way
I can come twice a day
I'm your mailman

To sign up for a
trail, submit
write-ups for
the newsletter,
etc. please send
us an email.

Knockers Knockers, ring your bell
You must think I'm really swell
I'm your mailman
I can come in any kind of weather
For you see my sack is made of leather
I don't mess with keys or locks
I just shove it in your box
I'm your mailman
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